AR 5 MASTER BENCH BLOCK

®

SMARTLY HOLDS ALL KEY GUN PARTS TO
EASILY INSTALL 14 DIFFERENT PINS.
This block is like having an extra set of hands to work on your gun build. The AR15 Master Bench Block holds 5 key AR15 components in
8 different orientations helping you to knock out and install up to 14 different pins. The no-slip coating grips your bench so it won’t slide
around. Clear, engraved labels tell you what component fits where, and what size punch you’ll need to knock out the pins. Strong magnets
immediately grasp any pin you punch out and hold it securely to the block. It even includes storage for common size pins. Work smarter...
build it better!

TRIGGER ASSEMBLY
(2) 5/32" PINS

EMBEDDED MAGNETS
HOLD SMALL PINS SECURELY

T-HANDLE
(EJECTOR PUSHER)

T-handle compresses ejector
to easily remove ejector pin

LOWER RECEIVER
(HORIZONTAL)

TRIGGER GUARD
1/8" PIN
LOWER RECEIVER (VERTICAL)
FOR INSTALLING BOLT CATCH

PIN STORAGE
ON BACKSIDE

BOLT (HORIZONTAL)
1/16" AND 3/32" PINS

CHARGING HANDLE
5/64" PIN

BOLT (VERTICAL)

GAS BLOCK (2)
1/8" AND 5/64" PINS

UPPER RECEIVER

EMBEDDED MAGNETS
TO SAFELY CAPTURE
LOOSE PINS

FORWARD ASSIST
3/32" PIN

RUBBERIZED
NON-SLIP OUTER
SURFACE
WORK SURFACE MADE
FROM ULTRA-TOUGH
ENGINEERING RESIN

MASTER GRADE BUILD TOOL

THE AR 5 BENCH BLOCK

®

HOLDS 5 KEY GUN PARTS TO EASILY REMOVE & INSTALL PINS

Remove trigger assembly by knocking out two
5/32" pins.

Lay receiver on right side to remove 1/8" trigger
guard pin.

The standard A2 gas block has three removable
pins: two 1/8" pins and one 5/64" roll pin.

Holds upper and depresses forward assist to
simplify removing 3/32" forward assist pin.

Standard charging handles have one 5/64" pin.
Custom charging handles can have multiple pins.

Bolt extractors have a 3/32" solid pin that can be
removed by placing the bolt on its side as shown.

Holds lower in vertical position to remove 3/32"
bolt catch roll pin.

Place the bolt in the vertical position to install
the three gas rings.

Securely stores up to 14 of the most commonly
lost pins.

PLUS:
T-handle compresses ejector
to easily remove ejector pin
T-Handle acts as third hand to compress ejector
for easy ejector pin removal.

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including 4,4'-Methylenedianiline, which is known to the state of
California to cause cancer and birth defects or reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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